Wallace elected a record fourth term

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) - Gov. George C. Wallace capped his political career today taking the oath of office for a record fourth term. It is a triumph for the growing numbers of poor and job-les in a time of "fiscal chaos" for Alabama.

Wallace, who stood defiant as a segregationist at his first inauguration 20 years ago, returned as a man of compassion for the needy of all races in a state whose 15 percent unemployment rate is one of the nation's highest.

"A nation that forgets its poor will lose its soul," he told a crowd of several thousand, including many blacks, who gathered near the Capitol for the ceremonies on a bright, cold day.

"We are not here to deny the miracles of the past," said Wallace. "We have come to renew our faith in the future."

Two decades ago, Wallace was sworn in wearing a tan suit and formal lavender shirt. Yesterday, as bands played "Dixie," he set the stage for years of racial cooperation by proclaiming "segregation forever."

On Monday, the wheelchair-borne Wallace, dressed in a gray suit and pale blue shirt, pledged to a far more somber audience "a government guided by a humble man's sense of duty and mercy and justice."

As Wallace was wheeled up to the speaker's platform, an Army band played a brief rendition of "Dixie." But Wallace, now 65 and long since rid of his segregationist stands, spoke of compassion for the needy. He closed with the words he said when he was inaugurated across the state.

"During the past months as I travelled throughout this state, I have held the hands of the un­employed," he said. "I have looked into the faces of the hungry ... and I have heard the desperate pleas of parents who could not care properly for their children.

"Wallace, who succeeded Gov. Fob James, said, "With no intent to alienate anyone, I must tell you that I am not here as a member of the governing elite but as a member of a legislature of compassion for the needy of all races."

"I am to be delivered to Congress on Jan. 31."

Although Reagan continues to hold a lead in the polls in repeat races for 1983 and 1984, other than a Social Security tax speed-up approved over the weekend, he is expected to approve a "contingency" tax plan proposed by the House in 1986 through 1988 as the only way to keep future deficits from swelling toward $300 billion a year.

Administration officials said Reagan has not yet given final approval to the contingency taxes, which would raise approximately $40 billion in each of the three years, if needed to keep the annual deficits under $300 billion. But a president­ial OK is expected.

The officials said the administration has not set dates firmly on the specters of a tax hike, but they said a combination of an oil fee and a surcharge on tobacco and alcohol might provide enough for the federal government to meet the projected deficit below a record $200 billion for fiscal 1984, according to the sources. Reagan is preparing for the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1, 1983.

Union officials involved in negotiations with the steel companies have estimated that a $5 fee per barrel of oil would equal to another 12 cents per gallon of gasoline — would raise about $21 billion a year.

The surcharge under a discussion now would apply to an individual's taxable income — gross income less deductions, such as for mortgage interest, state and local taxes, business expenses, medical costs and a variety of other items.
Toddo-or Ronnie

By The Observer and The Associated Press

Country vocalist Willie Nelson won favorite pop and country album awards for his LP "Always On My Mind" at the American Music Awards last night. Nelson gave brief thanks in a single-word acceptance from the podium. Rainbow Records has won three American Music awards in years past. Lorette Richer brought his 10-year-old daughter, who was the only female pop single for "Truly." John Cougar won favorite male pop vocalist honors. Olivia Newton-John won her ninth American Music award by singing "I Honestly Love You," which is favorite vocal for the female. Barbara Mandrell was favorite female country vocalist for the third straight year. Minnie Riperton was also winning for "Lovin'". The new" group was favored favorite soul group for the second time. - AP

U.S. intelligence sources reported yesterday the United States and the Soviet Union had reacted a nuclear SAM-5 anti-aircraft missile in Syria and said, there are other indications the Soviets may be increasing their presence in that Arab country. These sources said the United States is extremely concerned over the presence of such anti-aircraft weapons, with enough range to reach into Israel and cover much of Lebanon, could create a new and dangerous crisis if the Israelis move to destroy them. This concern was highlighted by reports suggesting that Soviet troops may be restaging those missiles said to have been on between 150 and 150 miles. About 10 days ago, American intelligence sources had detected evidence the Soviets were preparing SAM-5 launching sites in two locations, Damascus and Homs, north of Lebanon. - AP

Union workers are more satisfied with their pay than non-union employees but they're not as happy with their superiors, a Purdue University study shows. Supervisors of union workers were seen as less supportive and less effective in helping workers' group performances than supervisors in non-union firms, S. Chris W. Sturdivant, a Purdue Graduate School of Management, said. This could be because of the many work rules and more narrowly applied job descriptions often found in unionized firms. Sturdivant, a former immediate representative of management during an initial laying out and or during a subsequent grievance, said the supervisors of union workers were older, had a higher average of years of experience, were married more than 10 women in 18 states and nine foreign countries, is charged with bigamy and fraud in connection with his Nov. 16, 1981, marriage to Patricia Gardiner, 42, of Mesa. She also marries him at a flea market shop. He was arrested in December 1980 in a shopping center, where Mr. Clark Spotlight after he had tracked him for more than 10,000 miles. - AP

Giovanni Viggliotto was "very pushy" when Sharon Clancy, a store clerk, was raising sharks in a small market and in about three months she were married, she told a jury hearing bigamy and fraud charges against him. Mr. Clark, the first witness in this second week of testimony, testified that she soon found "he was fabulous with people." But when he vanished not long after they married, in 1984, 1972, and 1960, years of non- representation, he was writing on the antique industry also varied between 15 and 51, which, according to this study, married more than 100 women in 18 states and nine foreign countries, is charged with bigamy and fraud in connection with his Nov. 16, 1981, marriage to Patricia Gardiner, 42, of Mesa. She also marries him at a flea market shop. He was arrested in December 1980 in a shopping center, where Mr. Clark Spotlight after he had tracked him for more than 10,000 miles. - AP

The Supreme Court shot down side arguments by 24 U.S. senators yesterday and refused to let teacher supervised student groups protest in Lubbock, Texas public schools. The court voted on a content, let stand a ruling that a prayer-accommodating policy devised for Lubbock schools crosses the constitutionally required separation of church and state. At issue was whether Lubbock school officials could allow students to "gather at school with supervision either before or after school hours on the same basis as the other groups ... for any ... religious ... purposes so long as attendance at such meetings is voluntary." A federal appeals court, 3rd, on Mr. Clark's charges at the end of this year, and the Supreme Court refused to disturb that ruling, despite the senators' urgents. They had submitted an extraordinary "friend of the court" brief to the justices. - AP

Engineers and federal investigators conflicted the rubble yesterday after a rural bridge collapsed near the Ohio-Michigan border, injuring five people as their autoomed one by one into the gap. Another four people, including a 6-week-old baby, were injured in the same town. The accidents occurred about 9 p.m. Sunday on Paulding County Road 180 near Antwerp and about 20 miles northeast of Fort Wayne, Ind. Paulding County Engineers were called to the scene "several days ... more a week or longer" before experts knew why the pipe-capped steel arch span collapsed. The tests, which included a "closed mold" called the "Zoe T." Minutes after the span broke into pieces and fell about 20 feet, the four vehicles dropped one by one into the crevice; authorities said. The three people who died were at an eastbound steel on the roadhead from Antwerp to a connecting highway, Ohio 127, and one car was westbound toward Antwerp. - AP

Variable cloudiness with snow showers today. Highs in the mid to upper teens. Clearing and cold tonight. Lows around 10. Mostly sunny and cold tomorrow high around 15. - AP
WASHINGTON — A majority of the Social Security Administration's top ranks once agreed that the retirement age gradually should be pushed up to 66 or later to allow the “baby boom” generation born after 1950 to maintain the retirement program, drafts of the plan that administration officials considered show.

The compromise would bail out an administration that has been burdened by mismanagement, a 12-5 vote of the National Commission on Social Security Reform showed.

But Alan Greenspan, the chairman of the commission's panel, rejected the recommendation, according to the sources who asked not to be identified.

Under a draft of the plan that an administration official said he saw in the panel's final report to be issued Thursday, anyone born in 1940 or later would have to wait until age 66 instead of 65 to draw full retirement checks from Social Security, according to the source who asked not to be identified.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes said Reagan told O'Neill, Speakes and Keating in a joint call: “Some may call this the lion and the lamb lying down together. To avoid controversy, let’s all say six lions are standing together.”

White House Chief of Staff Baker and other Reagan aids did take part in lengthy meetings with commission leaders after the panel's final report, in which the deal was hammered out.

The compromise would bail out Social Security from its crisis by delaying July's cost-of-living benefit hike until January, increasing the 1989 Social Security payroll tax to 14.8% in 1984, 1988 and 1989, taxing half of benefits for middle and upper-class retirees, bringing in new federal workers and all non-profit groups into the system in 1990.

Robert Bolt, former Social Security commissioner and legal officer for the Democratic forces on the panel, said yesterday, “There's nothing else in this legislation that doesn't hurt somebody.”

SINGERS, GUITARISTS, AND OTHER INSTRUMENTALISTS

SACRED HEART PARISH NEEDS YOU!

Please call the Parish Office (239-7511) or Mollie Bernard (255-7139)!

CRIMES OF ABSCAM continue to haunt investigators improperly targeted defendants without knowing if they were innocent. The Justice Department says investigators were led to the politicians by crooked associates who served as unwitting mid-women.

The documents disclose new details of an internal Justice Department fight over tactics employed during the undercover sting operation that led to the convictions of seven congressmen, including Jesse Helms, a former South Carolina congressman.

All the convictions are being appealed.

Two assistant U.S. attorneys in New Jersey and Denver told Plaza, described their objections to tactics employed in the sting operations obtained by the Associated Press in a 20-month federal court battle with the Freedom of Information Act.

The reports said government agents met with Jenrette in a Washington, D.C., townhouse Dec. 4, 1979, they were "able to accomplish more in a half hour's time than the FBI in South Carolina was able to during the course of their two hour investigation of Jenrette," an agent from Jenrette's home state is quoted as saying.

The targeting of Jenrette and earlier investigators into his alleged involvement with drug smuggling and racketeering is being appealed and is the subject of several civil suits obtained by The Associated Press in a 20-month federal court battle with the Freedom of Information Act.

Transcripts of those sessions were included in the documents secured by the AP.

Weir told Justice Department investigators that when he first discussed the legal justifications for the arrest of John Jenrette into the South Carolina FBI, he was told "there was reasonable suspicion to believe that Jenrette had been recently involved in drug crime, according to the documents released to the AP.

There would be no legal concern, Plaza told reporters. But in fact Congressmen Jenrette was involved in some kind of drug trafficking or they had some basis to believe that he was involved in any kind of drug trafficking, then representations made to us were in accurate.

"It's just totally 100 percent false," said Plaza, who is a former New York City detective andGenerate a CSV of this document.
London and Rome

BY JEFF McGOWAN
News Staff

Study-tour programs, accentuating learning through activity, are offered in London and Rome.**

This type of student travel is for 13 years while Dr. Spans, an alums of St. Mary's, has lived in Italy for 11 years. The London program, in its tenth year, begins May 16 and ends on June 16. The tour includes travel in Ireland, Scotland, England and France. The tour will make stops in Dublin, Liverpool, Edinburgh, Windsor, Oxford, Dover, St. George's, Paris and Versailles.

During the London study-tour, six courses will be offered: British Arts, Travel Photo Workshop, Survey of International Business and Economics, The Musical Experience, and Study Tour: Great Britains and Ireland. Each course will be taught by a Saint Mary's faculty member. Credit is received for the courses.

Basically, the coursework is minimal. The main emphasis is discovering education through experience.

Dr. Black said: "We've set up a program in which we allow students a lot of freedom; for the most part every evening and weekend is free for the students to either go to the pubs, the plays, or just roam around!"

The Rome program, conducted from June 15 to July 12, will venture into France, Germany, Switzerland and Italy, and include two week stay in Rome such as the Louvre, the Eiffel Tower, St. Mark's Square, the Vatican, the Forum, and the Colosseum. There will also be visits to Padua, Verona, Bologna, Heidelberg, Wurzburg, Rothenburg, Luzern, Venice, Florence and Tuscany.

Three courses will be offered: In Theatrical Italy; Italy Picture, Rome and Florence; and Political Thought in Medieval and Renaissance Life.

Last week, the response to the program has been overwhelming, Dr. Black said.

**This does not include the costs of airfare, which vary greatly.

So get ready to explore the world through learning and activity in London and Rome!

Are you interested in tutoring a South Bend child? If so, join the Neighborhood Study Help Program.

Transportation is provided and special events are planned.

Sign up on Mon. & Tues., Jan 17 & 18 in both dining halls and Tues., Jan 18 at the Student Social Festival at the Center for Social Concerns.

The University of Michigan School of Library Science is accepting applications for a master's level program designed to prepare students, ultimately to be administrators in large university libraries. The special curriculum incorporates work in library and information science with study in business administration and higher education. It requires twenty months to complete and leads to the A.M.L.S. degree. The final four months of the program are devoted to an internship at a major university library. Five students will be admitted to the program in September 1983. Successful applicants will receive fellowships covering all tuition and fees and providing stipends of $7,200. Consideration of applications received after April 1, 1983, cannot be guaranteed.

The University of Michigan School of Library Science is accepting applications for a master's level program designed to prepare students, ultimately to be administrators in large university libraries. The special curriculum incorporates work in library and information science with study in business administration and higher education. It requires twenty months to complete and leads to the A.M.L.S. degree. The final four months of the program are devoted to an internship at a major university library. Five students will be admitted to the program in September 1983. Successful applicants will receive fellowships covering all tuition and fees and providing stipends of $7,200. Consideration of applications received after April 1, 1983, cannot be guaranteed.

For additional information and application forms, write to: Russell E. Bollack, Dean, SBL Union Drive, Ann Arbor, MI

Isaac L. S. Kotelly, a former prosecutor in the 1970s Abscam cases, was charged with concealing evidence in a case involving one of the Abscam targets.

Landing gear failure nearly causes crash

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A main wheel assembly on an American Airlines 747 passenger jet collapsed yesterday as the plane was taxiing toward a runway, forcing evacuation of all 555 passengers, authorities said. No injuries were reported.

The incident occurred at 8:40 a.m. at Los Angeles International Airport, said American Airlines spokesman Tom Gallagher.

Passengers were taken off (other) portable, stairway-like boarding ramps, he said. The plane had not reached the mainway, so the runway did not have to be closed, Gallahger said.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — A main wheel assembly on an American Airlines 747 passenger jet collapsed yesterday as the plane was taxiing toward a runway, forcing evacuation of all 555 passengers, authorities said. No injuries were reported.
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Farley banner stolen

By TOM PACE
News Staff

The traditional Pop Farley banner was stolen at the start of a week-long celebration of the hall's namesake's birthday.

The banner, which traditionally hangs over the front door of Farley during the week, was reported to have been removed sometime early Saturday morning. The cost of the sign was estimated at $517. There will be some action taken by the Hall Presidents' Council to replace the sign.

"Everyone in Farley was very upset that the Pop Farley banner was stolen," chief resident manager of Farley Hall said.

"I have vowed not to let the spirit of the occasion be dampened, however, because many hours of planning and preparation have gone into making the week enjoyable."

The week's festivities include an opening Mass which took place Sunday night, the Annual Scavenger Hunt, and movie night. Wednesday night the residents will take over the Naz to perform various acts.

Thursday the women will gather informally. The hall dinner is scheduled for Friday.

The week will be highlighted on Saturday by the hall-wide Screw-in Your Roommate.

All this is in commemoration of Father John Farley, a Notre Dame graduate, who was rector of Sorn Hall during the early part of the century. He died in 1939 and Farley Hall was named after him in 1944.

Counterfeit cops con motorists in El Paso

EL PASO, Texas (AP) — Police are trying to catch some counterfeit cops, possibly former policemen, who have been leading motorists into paying traffic fines on the spur.

Authorities also say that publicity about the incidents, which began about six days ago, has prompted many calls from residents reporting that legitimate El Paso officers look suspicious and should be checked out.

One patrolman said he has pulled up several times alongside motorists who have asked him if he is real or not.

In one of two incidents over the weekend, an alert driver noticed that the uniformed policeman pulled him over, said the driver is wearing a badge. The driver jumped back on his motorcycle and sped off, Sgt. Robert Wiles said yesterday.

But the second incident netted a "patrolman" driving a sedan a quickie $57 "fine" when he stopped Alicia Garcia Perez for an alleged speeding violation. The woman, on a milk buying er rand Saturday, was charged $10, but told the man she only had $5. He took the cash and sped away, said Lt. Eddie Agans.

"That's at least five times motorists here have been ripped off," Agans said. "These guys are dressing up just like we do."

In another case involving a suspicious citizen, two officers were trying to reason with a man urinating on a public park near a police substation when another man — apparently intoxicated — wandered over and demanded to see their identification.

The officers produced it, but he man wasn't satisfied and continued to accuse them of being phony. When he refused to leave, the officers arrested him for disorderly conduct, a misdemeanor.

WASHINGTON (A T P) — The Reagan administration says the Soviet Union is insisting on preserving its massive nuclear weapons advantage in Europe while ignoring American appeals for the elimination of such armaments.

The White House and the State Department issued identical statements on the subject yesterday in response to reports that U.S. and Soviet negotiators in Geneva had reached an informal arms agreement last summer that was rejected by Washington and Moscow.

According to the reports, Paul H. Nitze, the chief arms negotiator to the Soviet Union, told the negotiations the subject yesterday that the tactic does not violate Nita's instructions.

There were contradictory reports about the nature of the agreement, with some officials saying it would have preserved the Soviet advantage and others saying it would have ensured Soviet-American parity.

In either case, the proposed ac ord negotiated by Nitze represented a departure from the administration's position that the Soviets dismantle all of their nuclear weapons targeted at Western Europe. In return, NATO countries would cancel their proposed plan to install 52 cruise and Pershing II missiles starting in December 1983.

Nitze apparently conducted the discussions away from the negoti ating site during informal exchanges with Krastinin. The administration's statements yesterday suggested that tactic does not violate Nitze's instructions.
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Environment increasing cancer

By BOB SCANLON

A distinguished professor of biology, expressing "frustration and anger," clarified that environmental causes, not yet of which can be prevented, are increasing the number of cancer-related deaths.

In his lecture entitled "Environmental Carcinogens and the Prevention of Cancer," Professor David M. Prescott of the University of Colorado, Boulder, noted that one out of every five persons eventually dies of cancer.

Despite this fact, cancer is not inevitable, said Prescott. He cited evidence that cancer was much less prevalent in earlier periods.

Referring to radiation and chemicals as the two major causes of cancer, Prescott said it is the latter which has especially contributed to the rise in modern cancer rates. Our environment has a greater number of cancer causing agents that it used to have.

Defining an environmental agent as a substance outside of the human body which in some way gets inside of it, Prescott went on to list and explain the most serious carcinogens.

He said that cigarette smoking is the single worst preventable cause of cancer. "Anybody who says that smoking doesn't cause cancer is either stupid or dishonest," Prescott said.

He was very critical of government subsidies and price supports for the tobacco industry. Calling smoking a form of preventive addiction, Prescott said that "the government is supporting the largest drug pusher in the world."

Prescott also mentioned hazardous substances encountered on the job as a major cause of cancer. Besides well known dangers such as coal mining and metal working, short order cooks, hair stylists, and university research assistants are people who have a higher rate of cancer than the rest of the population.

Prescott also blamed the modern diet for high cancer rates. He was especially critical of the high fat intake in more developed countries. He pointed to the much lower cancer levels in poorer countries which consumed less meat.

For coffee, tea, apple cider, and smoked foods such as bacon, he expressed greater concern. Prescott said that consumption of alcohol, and red wine or beer in particular, contributes to cancer. He suggested white wine and gin as the least harmful intoxicants.

To avoid cancer, Prescott recommends that people avoid smoking, dangerous occupations, and bad eating and drinking habits.

Students in business, science, and engineering:

INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING BUSINESS IN YOUR FIELD?

If so, call ALEX at 239-5030.

By Bell Laboratories

Voice-activated phone patented

"Smart" telephones are becoming commonplace in America. Equipped with microprocessors, they can store dozens of numbers in their memories and call them automatically at the touch of a few buttons or at a designated time. But none is as smart as an invention newly patented by Bell Laboratories that can convert an ordinary telephone into one that asked for instructions and obeyed oral commands without anyone picking it up or even touching it.

The Bell Labs system could be built into a small box attached to an ordinary telephone, and would probably include a portable wireless microphone that could be clipped to a lapel.

To operate the telephone, a caller would merely turn on his microphone, tell the telephone to "off-hook" and wait for a dial tone.

He would then speak the name of the person or company to be called, and the telephone would make the connection. When the conversation was finished, the caller would command the telephone to hang up.

What makes the Bell Labs telephone so versatile is its voice pattern recognition system, which computes the frequency and amplitude patterns that sound waves produce in an acoustical space and its big memory.

Although Bell Laboratories is now a manufacturer, another subsidiary of the Bell System, Western Electric Co., may put the talking telephone into production if there seems to be sufficient demand for it.

Some of the first beneficiaries might be the bedridden and those with poor vision or crippled hands. But the greatest demand could come from people who consider themselves slaves to the telephone and simply want to reverse roles.
Paul McGinn
Roper Review

"The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.

Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to reproduce a portion of copyrighted material for purposes such as research in libraries, scholarship, or research. If a user makes a request for or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of 'fair use,' that user may be liable for copyright infringement.

'It is the institution's right to refuse to accept a copying order if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the order would involve violation of copyright law.

Last December, nine publishing firms filed suit against New York University for copyright infringement. Nine professors and a copy cen-
ter were named also in the suit which charged that the defendants flagrantly violated the Copyright Act of 1976."

"Since the institution's refusal to grant the request was based on the belief that the copying was not fair use, there were named also in the suit which charged that the defendants flagrantly violated the Copyright Act of 1976."

"The result is that publishers are printing fewer editions of academic material and so there is now relatively little selection of the works of the great authors and educators. The decreasing selection of decent and good literature on the part of publishers and publishers and publishers is caused in the shoestring of American publishers. And the publishers know it.

"One need not be a major business to see the enormous increases in academic books over the past few years. Paperbacks now rival hardbound books not only in content, but in price as well. A new 105-page paperback is available in the Hammers Notre Dame Bookstore, International Accounting and Financial Reporting, is a required text of an international business class. It sells for $31. If someone were to make fifty-three copies of the text, he need only spend $32.05."

"Many professors have attempted to sidestep the high prices, and gave pocketbooks a break by photocopying small parts of works and making them available to students.

While few if any professors at Notre Dame have photocopied great amounts of copyrighted texts, some such as the professors at New York University are charged with less than minor copyright violations. The reproduction and sale of center books and complete works is not considered "fair use" of copyrighted materials.

Tomorrow: possible solutions to the copyright problem.

---
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Sexuality and ethics

Dear Editor:

It was not until 1930, with the Anglican-Lutheran Conference, that any Christian denomination said that contraception could ever be objectively right. Yet, in just a half-century, the legitimacy of contraception has become an implicit assumption not only of virtually all sources but also government policy as well. The Observer has researched this recent trend through various presentations of various views on contraception.

Unfortunately, the pro-contraception essays in The Observer justify the conclusions that their authors have not read the two basic documents on the subject, Humanae Vitae, Pope Paul VI's 1968 encyclical, and Familiaris Consortio, the Apostolic Exhortation issued by Pope John Paul II in 1981. As Dr. Edward Lenoski, director of pediatric emergency services at Los Angeles County Hospital, has warned against this as a "false retort" -"man, woman, and child beating has increased threefold."

"The conscience of man is a society in which it makes sense for a person to know that he has a conscience-"man's inhumanity to man."" If we are to get to the moral design of the act of contraception is a major factor in the following developments.

In Humanae Vitae, many Catholic students know only through professorial caricatures of it. Paul Peter stressed that "it is the law of God against 'every action which, either in action, of the conjugal act, as the act of love in the divine plan and as the act of love in God's image human and divine body is human and itself and their own for the purpose of birth.' It is a qestion therefore, of man as a man, of God as God, and of sex as a purpose of marriage."

"The statement of the value of sex to an exercise in mutual satisfaction, pornography, is the separation of sex from life and the reduction of sex to an exercise in self-gratification. In the process, a woman becomes an object rather than a person. One characteristic of contraception is its tendency to dehumanize the woman. Pope Paul, in Humanae Vitae, warned that contraception was "contrary to nature" and that contraception was to be viewed as sex objects, that "man, growing in the wifed the employer's sexual satisfaction during the reproductive period, provided that such partial abstinence is practiced for "serious motives.""

"Beyond an apparent failure to grasp the essential reason why contraception is wrong, many women have overlooked little evidence of the role of contraception as a cause of abortion. The general acceptance of the morality of the act of contraception is a major factor in the following developments.

In that man is the subject of all the decisions of life while abortion is the taking of life. But just come from a common root: the willful separation of the unitive and inseparable connection, willed by God and man, from the procreative aspect of sex. Widespread contraception tends to require abortion as a backstop. And the contraceptive mentality of unwanting acts to reduce objections to abstinence to the emotional or esthetic. There is a technologi-

"Euthanasia. The contraceptive ethic, because it denies that life is always good, destroys the golden rule of perpetual abstinence. Once abortion has accustomed people to the idea that burdensome lives are not worth living. It is clear for euthanasia for the aged and the "useless.""

"Pornography. Like contraception, which has been misused and abused to an exercise in
The Notore Dining Club announces that practice for the 1985 Bengal Bears has started. Practice is from 5:30 to 8:50 p.m. Monday through Friday. Anyone who is interested is welcome. No prior experience is required. — The Observer

The NVA office has announced deadlines for entries for some spring semester sports. Tomorrow is the deadline for both men’s and women’s volleyball. The deadline for doubles-racquetball and doubles-handball is Thursday Jan. 20. The office also made some additional announcements. The tennis season comes tomorrow and Thursday from 8:00 to 10:30 p.m. featuring Scott Ford. For more information call 239-6160. Cross-country skis are available for rental. The fee is $250. For more details. Finally, arena exercisers are being held on Mondays and Wednesdays at 10 in the ACC. — The Observer

The Windsurfing Club will hold signups for lessons today and tomorrow as part of the Free 1 semester program. Signups will take place from 6 to 9 p.m. both nights in the Lafayette Ballroom. — The Observer

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes will hold a meeting Thursday night, January 20, in Holy Cross Hall at National Student Center. The meeting is open to all Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students, staff, faculty, and administration. — The Observer

Mark Domen and Brent Chapman, Notre Dame hockey players, will discuss the troubled future of the hockey program tonight on Speaking of Sports on WMCI. Signups will take place from 6 to 9 p.m. both nights in the Lafortune Center. The league is being held on Mondays and Tuesdays both nights from 6 to 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. — The Observer

The Saint Mary’s basketball team, winner of four of its last five games, travels to Manchester College today for a 7:00 p.m. game. The belles currently stand at 6-4 on the season and are still in the hunt for a berth in the NCAA district tournament. — The Observer

**Week of upsets**

By The Associated Press

The UCLA Bruins became the fourth team to hold the No. 1 spot in The Associated Press basketball tournament poll this season, moving from fifth place to first Tuesday, following a week of upsets in which the top three teams were beaten.

The Bruins raised their record in 11-1 with three Pacific 10 Conference victories last week -- 87-75 over Arizona State, 95-69 over Oregon and 99-72 over Oregon State. They received 22 first-place votes and a total of 1,199 points in the latest weekly balloting by a 50-member panel of sportswriters and broadcasters.

In the extremely close balloting, the Bruins finished only eight points ahead of runner up Indiana. The Hoosiers, 12-1, fourth last week, moved up one to No. 1 in the season, collected 29 first-place votes -- seven more than UCLA -- but only 1,091 points.

UCLA replaced Memphis State as the No. 1 team after the Tigers were upset by Tulsa 65-60 Monday night. Memphis State, 12-1, bounced back with an 80-65 victory with 13 steals over Georgia Tech Tuesday in what was sixth in this week’s poll with 840 points, including one first-place vote.

North Carolina, last year’s NCAA champion and winner of nine consecutive games, including last Saturday’s 101-95 triumph over Virginia, leaped from 13th place to third. The Tar Heels, 12-3, received three first-place votes and 865 points.

Last week, the surging Tar Heels also outdistanced the big hog, jumping from No. 18 to No. 11.

Arkansas, one of the nation’s two major unbeatens, advanced from seventh to fourth after raising its record to 13-0 by defeating Texas A&M 66-54 and Southern Methodist 63-56. The Razorbacks got no first-place votes and 850 points.

UCLA’s Joe Arkoosh led the way with a career-high 34 points and 11 rebounds Sunday, including eight-for-eight field goals from the field and 11-for-15 from the foul line as the Bruins beat USC 87-72 in Los Angeles.

Washington State upset third-ranked UCLA 78-75 Saturday in Pullman. UCLA’s 12th loss in 20 games this season was the most to any team since 1976. The Bruins had gone 34-13-1 under coach Dick Dolvig.

UCLA, 12-2, the No. 1 team in the preseason poll, tumbled from second to seventh with 805 points, one point ahead of St. John’s, 14-1, which suffered its first loss Saturday, 68-66, to Boston College. The Eagles, 12-2, were No. 9 Tuesday. UCLA was 12-2 last year.

Arkansas beat the Wolf Pack Thursday 77-61 for its 15th straight victory, one more than its 14-game win streak last season.

Arizona State, 12-1, the only team to poll with UCLA, leaped from fifth to second with 967 points, three points ahead of No. 3 Texas. The Sun Devils received 27 first-place votes and 921 points.

Texas, 12-2, moves up one to No. 3 in the country, tied with the Sun Devils. The Longhorns received 24 first-place votes and 941 points.

Texas A&M’s 12-3 record is equal to No. 4 Arkansas’ record, but the Aggies received 16 first-place votes and 928 points to the Razorbacks’ 11.

Arkansas and Texas, however, were leapfrogged by Kansas, 12-2, the No. 5 team, which received 13 first-place votes and 911 points.

No. 6 Utah, 14-1, received 12 first-place votes and 853 points.

New Mexico, 14-1, tied for eighth place last year, came in at No. 7 with 763 points, the highest ranking ever for the Lobos.

Texas Tech and St. Joseph’s move up one to No. 8 places, the former with 744 points and the latter with 720 points.

Marshall, 6-6, received six first-place votes and 714 points.

North Carolina, 13-2, received five first-place votes and 701 points.

Louisiana State, 13-2, the only team to lose to North Carolina this season, received three first-place votes and 660 points.

Iowa, 12-3, moved up to No. 10 with 615 points, two fewer than No. 9 Arkansas.

Kansas State, 12-3, moved up to No. 11 with 614 points. The Wildcats had the highest ranking ever for a team from the Big 8 Conference.

Maryland, 12-3, received three first-place votes and 602 points.

Tennessee, 11-4, the only team to lose to Kansas this season, received two first-place votes and 569 points.

Virginia, 12-2, tied for eighth place last year, moved up to No. 12 with 540 points.
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INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) — Boston Marathon Athletic Award winner and record-breaking runner Mary Decker Tabb is among 19 world-class amateur athletes, six men and four women, who have been nominated for the James E. Sullivan Memorial Award recognizing the nation’s top amateur athlete.

The 55th annual award, named for the founder and former president of the Amateur Athletic Union, will be presented Feb. 21 in Indianapolis, where it was announced Monday.

Nominees for the award are:

• Boxer Tyrell Biggs, Biggs, 22, of Philadelphia became the first super heavyweight champion in the world and the only person to claim two consecutive U.S. super heavyweight titles.

• Wrestler Gregory Gibbon Gibson, 29, of Quantico, Va., is a sergeant in the U.S. Marine Corps and the first man to win world championship medals in all three amateur wrestling styles.

• Figure skater Scott Hamilton, 24, of Denver is the first American to hold consecutive world titles.

• Oliver Greg Louganis Louganis, 22, of Costa Mesa, Calif., is the first male diver to break the “700 point mark for the springboard event when he won the springboard and platform world titles at the 1982 IV World Swimming Championships.

• Alpine skier Phil Mahre, Mahre, 25, of Yakima, Wash., won his second consecutive overall World Cup title in 1982, and collected three additional World Cup championships last year. He won the silver medal in the slalom at the 1980 Winter Olympics at Lake Placid, N.Y.

• Swimmer Mary T. Meagher Meagher, 18, of Louisville, Ky., has dominated the women’s butterfly events since 1979 and holds the world records for the 100- and 200-yard butterfly.

• Synchronized swimmer Tracie Ruiz Ruiz, 19, of Bothell, Wash., won the solo and duet events at the IV World Swimming Championships. She won titles at the AAU nationals, the Moscow Invitational and the U.S. synchronized swimming Championships.

• Runner Alberto Salazar Salazar, 25, of Eugene, Ore., holds the record for the Boston Marathon and placed first in the U.S. Cross Country Trials and won the silver medal at the World Cross Country Championships in Rome.

• Equestrian Melanie Smith Smith, 32, of Stonington, Conn., has been named top woman rider for three consecutive years by the Federation Equestre Internationale. She is the first rider to sweep the International Jumping Derby, the American Gold Cup and the American Invitational.

• Runner Mary Decker Tabb Tabb, 24, of Eugene, Ore., broke seven world records and 10 American records in 1982, running distances ranging from one mile to 10,000 meters. In a 41-day period beginning June 5, she set three world and six American records.

NFL Playoffs

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press

It may be stretching geography a bit to include Dallas, but, for the first time, four eastern teams will be competing for the National Football League’s two conference championships.

On seven other occasions, two teams from the same division have played in the conference title game, most recently in 1980, when Philadelphia and Dallas (East) sought the National Conference crown and Oakland and San Diego (West) vied for the American Conference championship.

Now it’s Dallas at Washington in the NFC East and the New York Jets at Miami in the AFC East.

“Coming from the AFC East ... It should be some kind of battle,” Miami Coach Don Shula said after the Dolphins routed San Diego 34-15 Sunday. “We all have a great deal of respect for the Jets. We didn’t beat them for four years (seven victories and a tie in that span), so we know what they are capable of doing to us.”

But they did beat the Jets twice during the regular season, 45-28 in the season opener when quarter¬back David Woodley caught a touch¬down pass, and 20-19 when Don Strock relieved Woodley and spurred the Dolphins into position for Uwe von Schamann’s game-winning, 47-yard field goal in the final seconds.

“There are always been tough on us,” said Woodley. “We’ve been doing some good things against them this season, and we’ll need to continue.”

If the Dolphins can beat the Jets, they’ll be the seventh team in NFL history to win three games from an opponent in the same season and the first since 1964, when the Buffalo Bills defeated San Diego 10-3 and 27-24 in the regular season and 20-7 in the American Football League title game. All AFL records became part of the NFL book in the merger.

Dallas has beaten the Redskins 27 of 45 meetings, including the last six in a row. The teams have met on¬ly once in the playoffs, the Saints demolishing Dallas 20-7 in the 1972 NFC title game. Washington then lost to Miami in the Super Bowl.

In their most recent meeting, during the strike-shortened season, Dallas roughed up the Redskins 24-16, sacking Joe Theismann seven times and limiting John Riggins to 20 yards. It was Washington’s only loss in nine games.

Division rivals tangle

Job Brief

The Observer needs layout people.

• No experience necessary.

• Late night job.

• Paid position if you’re responsible.

Leave your name and phone number at The Observer office on 3rd floor LaFortune.

Attention Photographers

Observer openings for staff & alternate photographers.

35 mm equipment & good B & W darkroom skills a must.

To apply, contact Rachel Blount at 283-7959 or 239-5343

WOMAN’S SPIRITUALITY

JAN. 28 - 30 RETREAT

WITH TERESA GODWIN PHELPS AND MARY ANN ROemer

FOR: Graduate Students, Staff
$8.00 fee, Friday Evening to Sunday noon at a Lake Michigan cabin.

Sign up at Campus Ministry - Badin Office

LIMITED REGISTRATION
Late Kentucky rally

Turpin bails out Wildcats

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Wilton Turpin scored 17 in his 25 points in the second half last night as No. 11 Kentucky came from behind to defeat Florida Tech in a Southeastern Conference basketball game.

Turpin had four points during an 11-0 scoring run that gave Kentucky a 46-38 lead with 5:02 remaining. His spanning jump shot with 6:18 to go gave Kentucky a 63-56 lead and the Wildcats, who had led just once previously, never trailed again.

The victory boosted Kentucky to 12-5 overall and 3-2 in the SEC. Florida Tech is 7-7 and 2-5.

Turpin's hot shooting stymied Florida Tech's Marcio Tavares, who scored 14 points and 12 rebounds in the second half. The senior forward is second in the SEC in scoring and third in rebounding.

Florida Tech played with only nine players because of injuries and foul trouble. The Gators had only seven players.

Georgia midfielder Matt Belton scored 14 points for Florida Tech, while Charles Hunt scored 12 and Derrick Bond scored 10.

Florida's Charles Griffin, whose previous season high had been 12 points, poured in 25 points, including 16 in the first half, as the Gators mounted a 52-41 halftime lead.

Romeo Williams scored 18 points for the Gators and Eugene McDowell added 12.

Florida dominated the first half with power inside and Griffin's long-range shooting. Griffin opened the game with a shot from the deep corner and Williams followed with two baskets inside as the Gators jumped to a 30-13 lead.

Griffin hit another shot to start a 17-7 run that gave Florida its largest lead of the half, 60-44, with 2:39 remaining in the period.

The Observer

IN JUST A SHORT TIME...YOU WILL BECOME A NOTRE DAME ALUMNUS OR ALUMNA!

Meet the Alumni Board of Directors at the Hall Visitations Program and see what's in store for you after graduation.

Thursday, Jan. 20 9:00 pm

The following halls will host Board members:

Flanner Alumni
Breen-Phillips Morrisey
Zahm Walsh

SPRING SERVICE RECRUITING EVENT

SERVICE FESTIVAL

Tuesday, January 18, 1983

6:30 - 8:30

CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS

An opportunity to meet student groups who serve and community organizations who need volunteers!

ALL STUDENTS INVITED!

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, and $100 a month tax free. How do you qualify? Must have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer. Scholarships are available to students who can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those who are majoring in selected technical and non-technical academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree areas. Non-scholarship students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 monthly tax-free allowance just like the scholarship students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details.

Call Capt. Gomez, (219) 239-6655, about AFROTC at Notre Dame.

Contact Capt. Gomez, about AFROTC at Notre Dame.

35 years on campus!

...Grappiers

continued from page 12

more Louis Carrascal of Goleta, Cal. captured fifth at 110.

Looking past the next couple of weeks to their California trip in early February, the Irish hope to get back a number of wrestlers shelved by injuries.

Doug Skinner, who got off to a quick start at 150 pounds, should be back from arthroscopic surgery within a week. Meanwhile, 177-pound Irwin Jeff Poole will go for the very same operation today.

For Bowie, getting a Notre Dame education may be the deciding factor.

"At this point, graduating from Notre Dame is pretty important," he said. But Parkinson was not very quick to agree.

"I personally don't know what I'd do," he stated. "I want to graduate from here, but I can't say that $15 a month may not be the best thing for me." If the juniors are in the worst situation, and the freshmen are faced with many decisions, it is the senior class that is the least affected by the news.

Yet they are not taking the news lightly, either.

"I'm not really involved," said goalie Bob McNamara. "But I still really care about the program.

"It's a weird feeling — kind of inhumane to just dump a program out." McNamara's point is the most unifying factor among the players. No matter what the age, the players feel that the athletic administration is forgetting something.

"They don't know how many people they are going to affect," McNamara points out.

"I don't think they (the administration) are taking the players' futures into consideration," Biondi added. "They are forgetting that they are putting the freshmen and sophomores into tough positions.

The Notre Dame hockey players have some reactions to the news that their program may be terminated.

But for the next two weeks their fate is out of their hands, and they might not even need to know it.

"Obviously we think about it," commented Regan. "But we must go out there and play anyway and do our best. All we can do is just see what happens."

...Hockey

continued from page 12

It will be at least two more weeks before Irish co-captain John Carrascal (Goleta, Calif.) comes back from hand and back problems. Carrascal hopes to return in time to make the California trip and visit his former stomping grounds.

Despite all the injuries, the Irish will be in good shape tonight when they face a first time opponent in Dayton and a traditional foe in Depaul. Bramo is confident that the Irish will chalk up two more in the win column.

Bowie

LEAVE THE ENTERTAINMENT TO US!

Omega Productions, Inc. is now opening their mobile music station. We can provide any type of music for any type of event. Parties are our specialty. Custom music programming is available. Call 684-8100 and ask Susan or Brad for details.
Freshman defenseman Mark Benning, shown here in action earlier this season, and his teammates have been affected more by the financial problems of the hockey program. (Photo by Scott Rower)

Win a yawnover
Irish beat ledownton, Lafayette
By SAM SHERILL
Sports Writer

Going into last night's game against Lafayette, the Notre Dame basketball team was just looking to avoid a ledtdown after Saturday's big win at Marquette. Avoid it they did, but the result was nothing to get excited about, as the Irish wavered their way past Lafayette, 51-40.

With road games at Marquette last weekend and Maryland this weekend, you can understand the team's looking past mid-week opponents like Lafayette and Bucknell. But last night's surprisingly close result came out so much from poor play by Notre Dame, but inspired play by the Leopards at the start and finish of the game.

Lafayette came out of the blocks fast, staying close to the Irish thanks to a tenacious press and a patient defense that resulted in a number of turnovers. The Irish countered with some good defense of their own and six early points from freshman Tim Andree.

They led 14-32 12-16 19 15 at halftime, we thought the game was over - or so it seemed. At halftime, we saw Yawnos, page 9

The Irish were up by 18 points, 49-31, with less than four minutes to go. But just as Marquette had done on Saturday, Notre Dame faltered, falling to score again the rest of the game except for a couple of Barlow free throws with no time left (and the scoreboard almost turned off). The Leopards got their second wind, playing good defense and running off a nine in a row (seven from the free throw line) to close the final margin to 11.

In all, it was a rather bland effort. The highlight of the night was the crowd, which showed some teamwork of their own, razzing the Lafayette players in perfect union. After the game, Coach Dickie Phillips held one of his shortest press conferences in recent memory.

"Lafayette is really well coached," Phillips said. "They played good defense tonight. At halftime, we made some adjustments and got more aggressive. We got on the boards at the start of the second half. Then we thought the game was over and Lafayette didn't. Our big lead really saved us. I don't know what our players were thinking. For the first 15 minutes of the second half, we were losing. We played 15 minutes of good ball, and now five minutes with a lack of intensity."

Leading the way for the Irish, once again, was Andree, who turned in 19 points, five rebounds, three assists and three steals (all team highs) in going the full 40 minutes. Andree turned in his second solid game in a row, shooting 6-for-5 from the floor, and Ken Barlow was perfect in four field goal attempts in his 10 minutes. Young coach Will Rackley was gracious in defeat after the game.

"Our game is just too powerful to get too far behind," they said. "They show a lot of discipline on defense. I felt that if we held Notre Dame under 60 points, that we could beat them. Our team never quits, we were down nine to Navy with 39 seconds to go and won by three - and had the ball at the end of the game."

"We're coming back next year, so see YAWNOS, page 9

Freshman center Ken Barlow goes up for two of his 14 points in the first half. The Notre Dame player is #22. (Photo by Tom White)

Freshman defenseman Mark Benning, shown here in action earlier this season, and his teammates have been affected more by the financial problems of the hockey program. (Photo by Scott Rower)